


Hello! I’m 
Andrea Ross
Business Advisor

Founded and was successfully acquired:  An 
award-winning Southeast Asian tourism 
company with offices in Thailand, Laos, 
Vietnam, Cambodia & Myanmar.



A WORLD MADE BETTER BY 
ENTREPRENEURS

VISION

CULTIVATE ADVISORS
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2023 Is Here!
 How You Choose To Plan & Be 

Proactive In Your Approach Is Vital



Agenda

01

02

03

Planning 
Methodology

Self Workshop, 
Peer Discussions

Capture 
Learning
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VISION



Vision: What’s your 3-5 year goal?

• Is it an exit? 

• Increase Revenue/Profit by X?

• Is it 10x growth?

• Be the top provider in your segment/location?

• Become a leader in the organization?

• Excel in your role and rise within your company?



Peer Share

● Be Concise & Share 
Your Vision

● Gain examples of vision 
and meet the folks at 
your table
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Macro Goals:  Pick 2 to 3 

• If achieved, would this keep you on track to your vision?

• Will this be easy to measure?

• Common Examples:

○ Revenue, Profit, Retention of Staff, # of Clients Served 

• Be specific to your business, and prioritize which 2 or 3 you 

can shout from the rooftop with your teams.



Peer Discussion

● Is it in pursuit of their 
vision?

● Hear examples of 
macro goals by sharing

● Share only what you’re 
comfortable with
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Macro to KPI

MACRO

MICRO

$200K  Profit by 1/1/24

300 Leads

$1M in Sales

$12,000 Avg. Client

83 Clients

160 Itineraries



Find Your Leading Indicator 
(KPI)

Revenue Goal:  $400,000

Actionable Goal:  Sell 106,382 Cups

● Open 8.5 Months = 12,515 Cups / Mo.

● Open 37 Weeks = 2,875 Cups / Wk.

● Open 260 Days a Year = 410 / Day

● Open 10 Hours a Day = 41 / Hour

● 60 Minutes in Hour = 1 per 1.46 Min.

Open 260 Days a Year = 410 / Day
Average Purchase = 1.87 Cups
# of Patrons = 219 / Day



Breaking Down 
The Business

FINANCIALS are the ENGINE

GROWTH SIDE
● SALES
● MARKETING

CAPACITY SIDE
● RECRUITING
● LEADERSHIP

COLLECTIVELY
● PRODUCTIVITY



KPI’s:  Identify 1 or 2 

• Take your macro goals and work them to the micro

• When can you measure?  When does it feel control but not 

over the top?



Peer Discussion

● Why will this provide 
you a leading indicator 
to achieve goal?

● Hear examples of 
leading indicators
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Initiatives:  Identify 1 

• When reviewing gap between where you are now and the 

KPI identified, create options of what you’ll need to do as 

an initiative.

• Remember, keep it simple and go all in on something to 

move the needle.



Peer Discussion

● Buy in that the initiative 
will solve the KPI gap?

● Hear examples of 
initiatives

● Discuss other options to 
achieve KPI gap
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PRIORITIZE 
YOUR
TAKEAWAYS

Identify two things from 
today that you never want 
to forget



Continue Your Scale





INITIATIVE ROADMAP



Reactive:  Picked by Urgency

Proactive:  Picked by Impact



Financials

● Do you have your financials built out through 2025?  

● What KPIs do you need to establish for growth and 

margin optimization?

● Are you building out forecasting tools to help you 

make key hiring/expansion decisions while 

understanding how much cash you need?  



Sales

● Who is your ideal client post covid?  

● Do you have a clear sales funnel based on those 

clients? 

● Do you have the right sales team, training, and 

direction to shift forward?



Marketing

● Have you built a re-formulated marketing plan?  
● Have you clearly defined your product and created 

the right messaging / storytelling? 
● What media channels are cost-effective and deliver 

strong ROI?
● What needs to happen to increase your website 

conversion?



Leadership

● How are you supporting your team to take 
more ownership and drive decisions? 

● Are they feeling appreciated and valued?  
● Do you have a clear org chart and well defined 

roles and individual KPIs? 
● What are your core values and culture you want 

to build?



Recruiting

● Do you have a recruitment strategy in place including a 

candidate avatar? Enlightening interview questions? Insight 

into team culture and values?

● Are you open to flexible work environments?  

● Do you have systems in place to embrace work/life balance?

● Have you built and implemented an onboarding process?



Productivity

● Do you have an operation plan that removes bottlenecks? 

● Do you have a goal of how much time you want to work in 

the business? 

● Have you prioritized finding tech solutions to expedite 

processes?



ASSESSMENT



Go Beyond Your Expectations



Andrea@CultivateAdvisors.com

THANK YOU!

Andrea Ross


